We consider the kinetics of a process where the sites of an infinite 1-D lattice are filled irreversibly and, in general, cooperatively by N-mers (taking Nconsecutive sites at a time). We extend the previously available exact solutionfor nearest neighbor cooperative effects to range N cooperative effects. Connection with the continuous ''cooperative car parking problem'' is indicated. Both uniform and periodic lattices, and empty and certain partially filled lattice initial conditions are considered. We also treat monomer ''filling in stages'' for certain highly autoinhibitory cooperative effects of arbitrary range. We consider the kinetics of a process where the sites of an infinite 1-D lattice are filled irreversibly and, in general, cooperatively by N-mers (taking N consecutive sites at a time). We extend the previously available exact solution for nearest neighbor cooperative effects to range N cooperative effects. Connection with the continuous "cooperative car parking problem" is indicated. Both uniform and periodic lattices, and empty and certain partially filled lattice initial conditions are considered. We also treat monomer "filling in stages" for certain highly autoinhibitory cooperative effects of arbitrary range.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many physical and chemical processes where events occur irreversibly and, in general, cooperatively at localized sites which form a lattice. 1 For unification, we shall use the terminology of adsorption processes and "o" ("a") will denote an empty (filled) site. Both irreversible monomer filling of single sites as well as irreversible N-mer filling, taking N consecutive sites at a time, can be considered. If the filling is random, only a single nonzero rate needs to be specified. More generally, for filling with range R cooperative effects, the adsorption rate depends on the state of all sites within range R of those being filled. Thus for each state of this (finite) influencing environment, a corresponding rate must be given.
For a finite lattice, it is a straightforward matter to write down a finite coupled set of master equations for probabilities of total lattice configurations (states) incorporating these rates. By the usual methods employed in deriving equations for reduced distribution functions, these master equations can be used to obtain a hierarchy of rate equations for the various subconfiguration probabilities. This hierarchy (being well defined, although infinite, in the infinite lattice limit) provides the natural starting point for our present discussions, since we are primarily interested in infinite lattices. Since these hierarchial equations can be written down intuitively for finite range cooperative effects,1 there is no need here to detail their derivation from the master equations. The structure of the hierarchy for infinite range cooperative effects is less transparent and will be discussed in detail in later work.
Here we discuss processes on infinite I-D lattices for which exact solution of the hierarchy is possible. Previous exact analyses, predominantly in the context of reactions on 1-D polymer chains, are reviewed below. Here CT will denote a general subconfiguration of sites, each specified either filled or empty and fa the corresponding probability.
J-D random po/yatomic filling: Random dimer filling was first considered by Flory2 in 1939 in the context of a polymer condensation reaction. He developed recursion re-.) Present address: Conoco Inc., P. O. Box 1267, Ponca City, OK 74603. lations for the finite lattice case based on the observation that after the first dimer lands, one is effectively left with two smaller isolated unreacted polymers on which the same problem must be solved. A saturation coverage of 1 -e-2 was obtained for the infinite lattice limit. 2 More detailed analyses of the kinetics for finite lattices have been obtained using recursion relation or generating function techniques?·4 For an infinite lattice, the hierarchy for probabilities of empty n-tuples of sites can be solved by inspection by virtue of the shielding property of a single empty site. 1,5.6 It has also been noted for random dimer filling that (a) filling a linear lattice of length M and a ring of length M + 2 are isomorphic,3 and (b) if J:(M) is the probability that the ith site of an M site lattice is empty and the end site probabilities (M) to end site probabilities for smaller lattices. 7 Other analyses of a statistical nature have also been given. 7-9
The extension to random N-mer filling, N consecutive sites at a time, has also been considered via similar techniques. lO • 11 It has been shown that the probability of N -1 consecutive empty sites at saturation equals exp( -2I.J"=-111/11 12 . 5 which is a natural generalization of the above-mentioned Flory result. Note that the N ---+ 00 limit corresponds to the continuous "car parking problem" of randomly filling a line with nonoverlapping unit intervals. 13 J-D cooperative filling: Monomer filling an infinite lattice with nearest neighbor (NN) cooperative effects was first considered in 1962-3 (see Ref. 14) . Here the hierarchy of rate equations can be solved exactly for the probabilities of ntuples of unreacted sites (in terms of incomplete r-functions 15) by virtue of a shielding property of adjacent pairs of empty sites. 1.5.16 More recent statistical treatments 17 emphasize this feature, the extension of which is the basis for our analysis. Another approach yielding exact solutions exploits a related "principle of independence" of empty neighbors, 18 namely: the probability of any subconfiguration CTOOCT', including an adjacent pair of empty sites, can be factored as laooa' = laO' loa" Here "." indicates that we have split the original lattice creating two "artificial" sublattices. Rates for landing on the new end sites must be chosen as ifthe "missing" neighbor was empty and those for other sites correspond to the original infinite lattice values. Solution also exploits the simple time dependence of 10' (see Ref. 18 ).
Schwartz
19 has implemented an approximate "triplet closure rule" to truncate the hierarchy. This amounts to a 2nd-order spatial Markovian assumption on the distribution, and is an approximation since both sites in an adjacent pair must be specified empty to shield exactly.
Several workers have commented on the difficulty of obtaining, e.g., probabilities for filled, cf. empty, n-tuples.
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,20 A particularly useful approximate analysis has been given 21 but an exact treatment is also possible.22. 5 A related problem of determining the large separation behavior of spatial correlations has also been solved. 23 The extension of this problem to lattices with several types of periodically or stochastically distributed sites has also been given using the "principle of independence" of empty neighbors. 24 The only exact 1-0 analysis, to date, for more general cooperative effects are for monomer filling with range R co-. . . R 1 bl k' 5 122526 operatIve effects mcorporatmg rangeoc mg' , , (range b blocking here means that filling cannot occur at a site if there are one or more already filled sites within b lattice vectors). We note that this process is isomorphic to the adsorption of R-mers onto R-consecutive sites with corresponding NN cooperative effects (see Fig. 1 ).
Exact closed form solutions have also been given for some rather special monomer filling processes on higherdimensional lattices. These include the case ofNN cooperative effects where one adsorption rate, 1", operates if the site being filled has at least one empty NN and a second, a1", operates when all NN are already filled (a = 1 corresponds to trivial random filling). 1.27 It also seems possible to exactly solve the hierarchy equations for various competing irreversible processes where the cooperativity is such that the individual processes are solvable. 27 • 28 We also note the formal "density" expansions of solutions (albeit with potential convergence problems) are always available. 29 A variety of processes amenable to exact solution on Bethe lattices are discussed in the following paper. 30 Here we discuss the most general irreversible cooperative processes, on infinite 1-0 lattices, amenable to exact solution via hierarchy truncation. These cases are characterized by the probabilities for n-tuples of empty sites satisfying a (minimal) closed subhierarchy. The basis of our solution procedure is an empty site shielding property discussed, in a general context, in Ref. 1. For an N-mer landing on an 1-0 lattice with range R cooperative effects, this tells us that a block of sites specified empty of width N -1 + 2R shields sites on one side from the influence of those on the other (provided this is compatible with the initial conditions). This condition is expressed most naturally in terms of the conditional probabilities q "",( Ia+ ",fl",) of cr given cr' (for typographic convenience, empty conditioning sites (} are some- times denoted ¢ ). The proof via self-consistency with respect to the q-hierarchy equations is indicated in the Appendix. A special case of shielding, of particular relevance to hierarchy truncation in translationally invariant systems, is that qm = qq4></>-" 4>, q,4></>-"4>o, 
where 1" is the adsorption rate with no filled sites in the cooperative range. For N-mer filling of a periodic lattice, the analysis of the Appendix can be readily extended to show that again N -1 + 2R sites shield for range R cooperative effects. For a lattice of periodicity P, q~4>"'4> (where
.. , P indicates the type of the a-site) are equal (to q', say) for all m >N -1 + 2R and a closed coupled set of equations can be obtained for these after applying shielding. Here the rates r ... are labeled by the adsorption site type and probabilities of subconfigurations are only invariant under translations of (multiples of) P sites. In Sec. II, we first demonstrate in detail exact solution of the hierarchy for dimer filling with range 2 cooperative effects. We then sketch the analogous solution for N-mer filling with range N cooperative effects and indicate why exact solution is not possible for general range N + 1 cooperative effects. Connection with the continuous "cooperative car parking problem" is also discussed. The extension to periodic lattices and processes for which the initial conditions satisfy a modified shielding condition is described in Sec. III. Monomer "filling in stages" for highly autoinhibitory rates is considered in Sec. IV and extensions of this work are discussed in Sec. V.
Before proceeding with these analyses, we make two further observations. First, we note that N-mer filling with range R cooperative effects incorporating range r blocking is equivalent to monomer filling with corresponding range N -1 + R cooperative effects incorporating range N -1 + r blocking (see Fig. 1 ). Second, we remark that the "principle of independence" of empty neighbors can be extended to monomer filling with range R cooperative effects (or more generally to N-mer filling). For the former, we have
split the lattice and rates for landing within R sites of these new ends must be chosen as if the lattice continued past these ends with empty sites. Proof parallels that for R = 1 (Ref.
18). This approach also provides exact solutions for certain choices of cooperative effects after noting, for example, that 1,,0 . = I"OR' 10k' and f. ok . has simple time dependence.
The +;pproach we choose, however, is more direct avoiding the introduction of "artificial" sublattices.
II. EXACTLY SOLVABLE 1-0 IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
We consider here translationally invariant, irreversible N-mer filling of an infinite, uniform 1-0 lattice (taking N consecutive sites at a time) with range R cooperative effects.
For monomer filling (N = 1), random filling (R = 0) is trivial and, for R = 1, exact solution of the hierarchy equations for probabilities of empty n-tuples is well documented. 14--18 For R = 2, an exact solution is not possible 31 even though empty 4-tuples shield exactly [see (1.1) and (1.2)]. Corresponding exact solutions for dimer filling (N = 2) with R = 0 (Flory) and R = 1 have been given previously.5,26
Thus here we begin by giving the first treatment of dimer filling with range two cooperative effects (R = 2). The input to the hierarchial rate equations is a set of rates l' "."", where (7j = o,a indicate the state of the influencing p;i;s ~i sites to the left and right of the two empty sites being filled by the dimer. For convenience (only), we consider here rates with reflection symmetry. This in turn implies thef's are reflection invariant. The rate equation for the probability of a single empty site is thus given byl
The factor of 2 arises since either of the constituent atoms of the dimer could land on "0. " There is a rather subtle implicit restriction on the sum of the rhs of (2.1) which is essential to the exact solution of this problem. This arises because for dimer filling, subconfigurations .. oao .. cannot occur, so, e.g., loaoooo=O and the term 21'oa.ooloaoooo does not contribute to (2.1). Taking account of all such cases, as well as reflection symmetry, (2.1) becomes + 21' aa'oa laaoooa + l' aa'aa laaoaaa , (2.2) where the six independent rates for this process now appear explicitly. One further essential observation is that, for dimer filling, we must have that laaoooo = faoooo , faaoooa = faoooa , haooaa = laooa' (2.3) since, given a subconfiguration oa(ao), we know that the site to the right (left) must also be filled. Then using conservation of probability, e.g., laooo =1000 -10000' laoaa =100 -21000 +10000' (2.4) we can express the rhs of (2.2) in terms of probabilities, IOn = In' for n-tuples On of empty sites. Thus, after some rearrangement, (2.2) becomes One must next consider the rate equations for 12'/; '''' which have the form 00",10",0"20000'." (2.6a )
where the first (second) term of (2.6a) corresponds to the dimer landing squarely on (partly overlapping) the pair 00, etc. For n>5, the rate equations have the generic form
where the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th terms correspond to dimers landing in the interior of, one site from the ends, at the ends, and overlapping the ends of the n-tuple On (respectively). leads to exact hierarchy truncation yielding a closed coupled set of equations for 11,j2'''''1s which can be straightforwardly integrated. We can then, using (2.10), also calculate any of the quantities in (2.8). Equation (2.10) is, of course, an explicit example of the shielding property (1.1) and (1.2) discussed in the Introduc-tion. To make contact with the general proof of shielding described in the Appendix, note that (2.9) can be rewritten to give the following rate equations for the conditional probabilities qm = 1m + 111m:
-.:!-. In q = -.:!-. We now turn our attention to N-mer filling with range N cooperative effects for general N. All the basic ingredients for the solution of this problem appear in the above special (dimer filling) case so we only sketch the treatment. In Fig. 2 we consider the filling of the empty N-tuple ON' enumerate all possible configurations of the influencing environment, and assign an appropriate notation for the corresponding rates.
Using such identities as where the coefficients Yk in the "boundary terms" depend on the rates 7(i -), 7(j + ), 7, but not on "n." Exact hierarchy truncation and solution for the In's follows from the observation that the identity
In(t)//3N-l(t) = [e-T 'Q3N_l(0)](n-3N+11, for n:;.3N-I, (2.14)
is compatible with (2.13) being, of course, an example of the shielding property (1.12) [and where, by assumption, The key to the exact solution of the above problem was that the minimal closed hierarchy involved only 1m which then allowed use of the shielding property (1.1) and (1. 2) to achieve exact hierarchy truncation. For N-mer filling, with cooperative range greater than N, this is not the case. For example, with range N + 1, (d Idt )/0 has a contribution proportional to loa~,...~ which cannot be written in terms of 1m' The simplest problem not amenable to exact solution is monomer filling with range two cooperative effects.
3 1 Finally, we note that if the N-mer cooperative effects incorporate a range b blocking, then we can exactly truncate the hierarchy for range N + 2b cooperative effects. The treatment of this case is analogous to that given above.
Let us now consider the N -00 continuous limit of the above problem. Various workers have commented that, for random N-mer filling, this limit yields the "car parking problem."s.25 Of course this is also true for any finite, Nindependent range, cooperative effects. Here, however, we consider the case where (N; a) 5 ). This will be done in later work. For the most general exactly solvable N-mer filling problem described above, there is great flexibility in the choice of rates. Thus, in presenting some numerical results here, we restrict our attention to the case ofNN cooperative effects where each filled NN changes the rate (from the zero NN case) by a factor of a. All these results are obtained by simply integrating the closed coupled sets of equations from the infinite fn -hierarchy after exact truncation and choosing initial conditions corresponding to a completely empty lattice. In Fig. 3 , we have shown the saturation coverage as a function of a/I + a for various N. Note the uniform constant lower bound ofO. 7476 ... (see Ref. 13 ) from the N -00 case. The a _ 00 limit with saturation coverage of unity can be thought of as a single contiguous island of N-mers growing about a single nucleating N-mer. In Table I , we consider the Iowa regime in detail where filling occurs in three stages with 0,1, and 2 filled NN, consecutively. The a = I case corresponds to random N-mer filling. In Table II , we catalog saturation values (some of which have been determined previously) for various isomorphic random filling processes.
III. EXTENSIONS TO PERIODIC LATTICES AND TO INITIAL CONDITIONS WITH CORRELATIONS
Irreversible processes on certain I-D periodic lattices have been considered previously for NN cooperative effects via the "principle of independence" of empty neighbors.
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Here, however, we indicate a more direct approach using our form of the shielding condition. Suppose that the lattice has and a closed set of equations can be obtained for these (see example below). Furthermore it is easy to show that an infinite closed subhierarchy of equations can again be obtained for the probabilities of n-tuples of empty sites. Exact truncation follows immediately upon application of the shielding condition.
As a simple example, consider monomer filling with NN cooperative effects (assumed reflection invariant, for convenience) on a lattice with periodicity 2. Then ~o-o, ~.o'
and I".a denote the rates for filling type i( = 1,2) sites with 0, 1, and 2 filled NN, respectively. The rate equation for the probability f~ that a type i site is empty, becomes where the superscript again denotes the type of site. Probabilities for empty pairs are independent of position, i.e., . .
Using shielding, the following closed pair of equations are obtained for qi = f~/foo' i = 1,2: = r o-oqo" '",,,, + ra.oqa",,,,,,, + To-o -";oq~", -r;,'oq!",,,, + r~a(q",,,,;a (";0 -r;,.o)ql + r!.o -r;,.o , (3.4) and the q2 equation follows from interchanging 1 and 2. After conversion of the rhs's of(3.2) and (3.3) to probabilities for empty n-tuples and use of the identities l!oo = qYoo' I~oo = q%o, these and the qi equations form a closed set.
To this point, we have assumed that the initial conditons are compatible with the "standard" shielding condition which, for N-mer filling with range R cooperative effects, states that empty (N -1 + 2R i-tuples shield. This is certainly true for the important case where the lattice is initially completely empty and, in fact, is true for any mth-order spa- ,;;,n,;;,m*, (3.6b) (3.6c) [Equation (3.6b) is, in fact, valid for all n)2 and can be used to trivially prove the modified shielding condition for this case.]
IV. FILLING IN STAGES (HIGHLY AUTOINHIBITORY RATES)
In this section, we treat only the case of monomer filling. From previous discussion, we know that exact solution is possible here for NN, but not longer-range general cooperative effects. However if we restrict our attention to certain limiting regimes for longer range cooperative effects, again exact results can be obtained. Here we consider the special case of range R (arbitrary) cooperative effects where the rates are greatly inhibited by filled sites (within the cooperative range) and, the closer the (already) filled site to the adsorption site, the greater the inhibition. Specifically, we consider the extreme case where filling occurs in stages, consecutively, with no filled sites in the cooperative range R, with just one, then two, filledR-th NN, with one filled (R -1)-th NN (and the R-th NN on the other side filled), with two filled (R -l)-th NN, with one filled (R -2)-th, etc.
For R = 1, this three stage filling has been described in (Refs. 1, 16, and 32) and, for R = 2, this five stage filling has been described in Ref. 31 . For general R, the following detailed characterization of the stages, labeled (1), (2), ... ,(2R + 1), is possible (0 = 1 -fa denotes the coverage).
I
(1) 0,;;,0,;;,0 *(1), 0ROOR' i.e., filling with R th NN blocking (here t indicates the adsorption site).
(see Refs. 5 and 25). (2),;;,0,;;,0 *(3) v. DISCUSSION Here we have shown that exact solution via hierarchy truncation is possible for N-mer filling, not only with NN cooperative effects (as realized previously), but also with general range N cooperative effects. Exact solution follows from the shielding property of sufficiently large blocks of empty sites together with the observation that a "minimal" closed hierarchy can be obtained for the 1m. For processes on higher-dimensional lattices, a shielding property still exists for suitable thick walls of sites specified empty which separate the lattice into two disconnected regions. I However this condition is not "strong" enough to allow exact truncation. On the other hand, for Bethe lattices, we show in the following paper 30 that various random and cooperative processes are also amenable to exact solution.
We also note that, for the processes solved exactly here, we have only considered the minimal closed hierarchy for probabilities of empty n-tuples. As indicated in the introduction, this is not sufficient to calculate exact values for probabilities of, e.g., filled n-tuples or two-point correlations. However these can be obtained by including further rate equations for appropriate "effectively disconnected empty configurations,,1 and again using shielding to exactly truncate these equations (see Refs. 5, 22, and 23 for examples of these manipulations). We emphasize that the more general statement of shielding [rather than just (1.1) and (1.2)] is required here.
Finally we remark that certain other irreversible processes in 1-D lattice are amenable to exact solution, e.g., some involving competing events 28 and some on lattices with a stochastic distribution of different types of sites. It is also possible to exactly solve the infinite hierarchies of rate equations for certain processes on semi-infinite lattices 5 and on lattices with defective clusters of sites (here there is no translational invariance). These will be discussed in later work. The analogous reflected quantities satisfy a similar set of equations. If the initial conditions satisfy the condition that an empty 2R-tuple shields, then it is easy to see that the above equations are consistent with this condition for all time. For example, in (2), the first term cancels and the last two are independent of a consistent with q --, " being 0'02R(7 (J' independent ofa. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) follow as a special case. An analogous treatment of the special case R = 2 appears in Ref. 31 . If an empty 2R-tuple does not shield initially but an empty m*-tuple does (m* > 2R ), then the proof is easily modified to show that an empty m*-tuple shields for all times.
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